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Math: Measurement & Data: Vocabulary and Signs & Symbols 

Students: DesCartes Statements: 
 

Students: 
RIT 241-250: 
 Vocabulary: linear foot, mileage table 

 Signs and Symbols: ° degrees, E east, NE northeast, NNE north northeast, N north, NW northwest, 
 % percent, π pi, S south, W west 

 

Students: 

RIT 231-240: 
  Vocabulary: representative sample 

 Signs and Symbols: ( ) order of operations, oz ounce 

 

Students: 
 RIT 221-230: 
  Vocabulary: cubic meter, cubic millimeter 

 Signs and Symbols: dm decimeter/decimeter, h height, km kilometer/kilometre, l length, 
 mL milliliter/milliliter, V volume, w width 

 

Students: RIT 211-220: 
  Vocabulary: coin, how long, micrometer, protractor 

 Signs and Symbols: $ dollar sign, ÷ division, fl oz fluid ounce, hr hour, kg kilogram, lb pound,  
 measurement span down,  measurement span left,  measurement span right,  

 measurement span up, x multiplication, P perimeter, - subtraction 

 

Students: 

RIT 201-210: 
 Vocabulary: bar graph, cubic centimeter, cubic unit, decameter, decimeter, miles per gallon 

 Signs and Symbols: ‘ feet, g gram, min minute, mpg miles per gallon 

 

Students: 

RIT 191-200: 
  Vocabulary: decade, deposit, miles per hour 

 Signs and Symbols: “ inches, m meter, mph miles per hour, | tally mark, yd yard 

 

Students: 
RIT 181-190: 
  Vocabulary: changed, clock, cup, half past, how much time, lowest, measurement, millimeter, noon, 

o’clock, pennies, pint, quarter past, quarter to, smallest, tablespoon, teaspoon, what time 

 Signs and Symbols: c cup, gal gallon, pt pint, qt quart, tsp teaspoon, �  variable, : used with time 

 

Students: 

RIT 171-180: 
  Vocabulary: fewer, metric, morning, taller 

 Signs and Symbols: a.m., ¢ cent sign, in. inch, p.m. 

 

Students: 
RIT Below 171: 
  Vocabulary: dollar, shortest 

 Signs and Symbols: + addition, cm centimeter/centimeter, $ dollar sign, ft feet, = is equal to, •point,  
: used with time 

 


